are embedded. For instance, the graph isomorphism problem, which is not known to
be polynomial-time in the general case [36], can be solved in linear time for graphs
embedded on the plane [18,23]. Since graphs that embed on specific surfaces appear
especially desirable both for physical applications and in more abstract situations,
it becomes natural to ask how we can find such graphs. Perhaps we could even
hope for exhaustive lists of them.
The plane is naturally the first surface on which we might want to embed graphs,
and many results are known on planar graphs. The graph isomorphism problem
is easier for planar graphs than for general graphs, as mentioned above. Several
algorithms are known for testing whether a graph is planar [IO, 11, 14, 151. Some
work has also been done on generation of planar graphs [12]. The projective plane is
interesting as the simplest non-orientable surface. Graphs known to be projective
planar can have their orientable genus computed in polynomial time [16]. Some
algorithms are known for embedding graphs on the projective plane [29,32,35] and
for generating limited classes of projective planar graphs [6, 71.
In this work we consider graphs embedded on the torus. More specifically, we
generate al1 embeddings of diamond-free target graphs (defined in Section 2.3) on
the torus. The torus appears to be the next logical step after examination of the
plane and projective plane, and this work began with the question of generating
randomly-chosen test cases for the "practical torus embedding" code of Neufeld
and Myrvold [34]. We expanded the project to cover exhaustive generation of
target embeddings. It then gave a method for obtaining torus obstructions (see
Section 7.2) without needing a separate torus embedding algorithm.
Algorithms to embed graphs on the torus have been studied by Juvan, MarinCek,
ohar [24] as well as by Neufeld and Myrvold [34, 331. There is an algorithm
by Filotti [17] for embedding cubic graphs on the torus. Some general results for
embedding on arbitrary surfaces, for instance the linear-time embedding algorithm
of Mohar [30], could be applied to the torus. Unfortunately, that algorithm has not
been implemented and appears difficult to implement practically. The generation
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arnette [7]for 4-connected graphs can also be applied to the torus as
well as the projective plane. In Our generation work, we have chosen a set of target
graphs intended to make the resulting lists as useful as possible for study of the
embedding problem, while still being easy to generate.
We have also chosen to generate embeddings of toroidal graphs rather than
merely the graphs themselves. This choice appears to make the generation algorithm easier, but it also allows us to study how many embeddings exist for each
graph. The equivalent question on the plane has been studied by Chiba, Nishizeki,
Abe, and Ozawa [14], and Cai gives a simplified algorithm for counting planar embeddings [13]. Because we generate embeddings exhaustively, we can find how many
torus embeddings any given graph has simply by counting them in the output.
The next chapter contains definitions of terms and notation used in this work.
We then discuss in Chapter 3 the operations we perform on embeddings, and prove
that Our algorithm can generate al1 target embeddings. In Chapter 4 we discuss
the effect of a subgraph called a "diamond" (defined in Section 2.1) and special
diamond-related considerations for Our algorithm. After that, we discuss some
implementation issues in Chapter 5, and present experimental results in Chapter 6.
We conclude in Chapter 7 with proposed applications and future work.
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efore discussing Our results, we define some terms and notation used throughout
the work. First we describe basic concepts of graphs and graph theory in Section 2.1.
In Section 2.2 we introduce the concept of a surface and discuss graphs embedded on
surfaces. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we describe the class of embeddings we generate,
and the moves and starting points used to generate them. Then in Section 2.5, we
describe the generation algorithm.

A graph G consists of a finite set V of vertices and a finite set E of edges where
each edge in E is associated with an unordered pair (u, v) of elements of V; the
edge (u, v) is incident to or has as endpoints the vertices u and v. We disallow
multiple edges (more than one edge with the same endpoints), and loops (edges of

the form (u, u)).
The number of edges incident to a vertex is the degree of the vertex. The vertices

u and v are adjacent if there is an edge (u, v) in the graph, and the vertices adjacent
to a vertex u are called the neighbours of u.
Two graphs Gi and Ga are called isomorphic if there is a bijection

4 from the

9

surface with the corresponding genus. The existence of combinatorial embeddings
allows us to define embeddability: a graph G is said to be embeddable on an ori-

1O
the number of edges in an embedding, it follows that any target embedding may be
generated from some seed by a sequence of moves in M.

e

e

es

ere we define al1 the types of moves we consider in this work. Al1 these moves
maintain the genus of an embedding and affect at most a constant number of vertices and edges, and al1 Our moves increase the number of edges in the embedding.
With one exception, al1 the moves also preserve the other conditions on target embeddings: biconnectivity and no vertices of degree less than three. The expection
is that that the SIy1
move introduces a degree two vertex. Although moves formally
take place on embeddings, we often discuss the corresponding graph operations
using the same symbols.
We denote types of moves with symbols like

is a mnernonic

letter representing the general kind of move, n is the number of vertices added by
this move, and m is the number of edges added by this move, which is always at
least one. We also define reverse moves, as the inverses of the forward moves. Reverse moves do not always preserve the constraints preserved by the corresponding
forward moves; for instance, removing an edge can reduce the connectivity of the
graph in an embedding, whereas adding an edge can never reduce the connectivity.
An

move consists of subdividing an edge (u, v) into two edges by adding a

new vertex. The edge (u, v) is removed, a new vertex w is introduced, and edges
are added. Note that the new vertex has degree two, so the
(u, w) and (w,v)
resulting embedding is not a target embedding. The SiIlmove type is used in
defining other moves that do preserve the target properties.

A Co,l move consists of adding an edge in a face of the embedding, between two
vertices not already adjacent to each other. To make a
an edge as with an

rnove, we first subdivide

move, then add a new edge from the new vertex to some

other vertex on a face containing the divided edge. The move type CZI3 consists of
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using two Si,imoves to subdivide two edges on the same face, then adding an edge
through the face, between the two new vertices.
ove types

244,

D 3 , ~and
, D4,$each consist of removing an edge of the em-

bedding and replacing it with a subgraph including a diamond, as shown in Figures 2.4(e), 2.4(f), and 2.4(g). If the edge being removed appears twice on the
same face, or if it is incident to a vertex that appears more than once on the same
face, then there may be two or more inequivalent ways to embed the newly-added
subgraph while maintaining the rest of the embedding. This issue is discussed in
detail in Chapter 4.

A 5,i move consists of splitting a vertex into two adjacent vertices, in such
a way that at least one of the new vertices has degree three. The restriction to
creating a degree three vertex may seem mysterious, but the only occasions where
we have a reason to make a vertex-splitting move are those where we are creating
a degree three vertex anyway. Making the restriction explicit allows us to simplify
the computer software based on these results.
We say that a set of move types M is suficient with a given set of seeds if every
target embedding can be generated from one of the seeds by a sequence of moves
from M. Obviously, if M is sufficient then every superset of M is also sufficient,
and if M is not sufficient, then no subset of S is sufficient. We cal1 a set of moves

minimal if it is sufficient but has no proper subset that is sufficient.

O

Although many of the details involve concepts that have yet to be discussed, we
present the overall generation algorithm here, to motivate the details presented in
subsequent chapters. We follow a general algorithm of orderly generation similar to
that described by McKay [BI. Our goal is to generate one representative for each
isomorphism class of diamond-free target embeddings, up to a chosen number of
vertices and/or edges.

Any target embedding C either is one of the seeds, or has a parent P which is
another target embedding with fewer edges than C, such that C can be obtained
from P by a Co,i,

V2,*,
or x,lmove. If P is the parent of C , then C is a child of

P. The existence of parents is proved in Chapter 3, along with some discussion of
other sets of moves and seeds we considered using.
In order to generate al1 diamond-free target embeddings, we sometimes need to
examine target embeddings containing one diamond, as discussed in Chapter 4. It
is not clear which target embeddings with one diamond are necessary to generate
al1 diamond-free target embeddings. Rather than spending computation time in a
complicated test for whether a diamond is really necessary, we examine al1 target
embeddings with at most one diamond. We do not, however, need to consider
embeddings containing more than one diamond. For any target embedding with at
most one diamond, other than a seed, we can find a parent with fewer edges and at
most one diamond (proved in Theorem 4.2.1); therefore we can eliminate al1 target
embeddings with more than one diamond.
There are a few more details necessary to make sure we generate exactly one
representative for each isomorphism class of diamond-free target embeddings. A

canonical form for an embedding is an object representing the embedding such
that two embeddings are isomorphic if and only if they have the same canonical
form. The particular canonical form we use is discussed in Section 5.1. When we
consider an embedding as a possible parent for a given child, we generate a copy
of the child's parent by a reverse move, and use the canonical form to compare the
possible parent with the parent. We also define move labels in Section 5.2, which
are sequences of vertex labels expressing where in a parent embedding we can make
a move t o get to the child embedding. Sometimes two different moves can generate
the same child from the same parent; move labels, along with the automorphism
group calculated during the canonical labelling, adlow us recognize t hat situation
and generate the child exactly once.
The following pseudocode describes Our algorithm for finding a parent, with

al1 the applicable restrictions. Note that the parent-finding algorithm returns two
things: the parent P itself, and a canonical move label for a move to make on P to
give the child C. Since every C we will pass into this code has some parent meeting
the conditions we test, the algorithm rnust return some parent and move label. We
never attempt to find the parent for a seed. It is important that PARENT(C~)
and

PARENT(C2)be the same for any isomorphic Cl and C2;in Our implementation, we
only with canonically labelled input embeddings.
achieve that by calling PARENT

PARENT(C)
:
for each reverse move A4 we can apply to 6 , in some deterministic order
apply M to C to obtain P
if P is a target embedding containing at most one diamond
canonically label P, finding its automorphisms as a side effect

R t move label for the inverse of M
R t least image of R under any automorphism of P
return (P,R)
end if
end for
Note that because every target embedding with at most one diamond has a
parent which is a target embedding with at most one diamond (except seeds, which

PARENT
must return some parent before the
are never used as inputs to PARENT),
is written with care to make its return
loop terminates. The subroutine PARENT
value a deterministic function of the canonically-labelled input. As a result, even if
the same child could be reached from the same parent by two inequivalent moves,
the move from parent to child will only match the move label R once, and so we
will still generate the child exactly once.
in a recursive algorithm to do the actual generation. The followWe use PARENT
which takes a target eming pseudocode describes an algorithm called GENERATE,
bedding P with at most one diamond as an argument, and writes out al1 diamond-

The question of which moves to use was central to the design of Our generation
algorithm, and in the course of our work we tried several different sets. In this
chapter we first describe the set we finally settled on, consisting of the three move
types {Co,i, 232,4,

In Section 3.1 we prove this set to be sufficient to generate

al1 target embeddings, then in Section 3.2 we prove it minimal and discuss why it
is an especially attractive minimal move set. Finally, in Section 3.3, we describe
some of the other choices we considered, because the process of evolution from the
original concept to this three-move set inay be of interest.
In this chapter we discuss target graphs: biconnected graphs with genus one
and al1 vertices of degree at least three. We discuss target graphs first , rather than
beginning with the restricted class we eventually considered, so as to simplify the
proofs. We use the term target graphs for these graphs, rather than for the more
restricted graphs output by Our software, so as not to have to make exceptions
throughout this chapter. Making this definition does require us to make exceptions
later, when we discuss diamond-free target graphs, but in those contexts we also
need t o discuss target graphs containing at most one diamond, target graphs containing exactly one diamond, and so on. In this chapter, it is useful to be able to
ignore diamonds as far as possible.
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Before beginning the proofs relating to existence of parents, we note that al1 the
properties defining a target embedding are actually properties of the underlying
target graph. The only way an embedding of a target graph could fail to be a
target embedding would be if the genus of the embedding (not the graph) were not
equal to one. None of the moves defined in Section 2.4 can increase the genus of
an embedding, and although a reverse move in general can decrease the genus of
an embedding, it cannot do so if the embedding was already genus one and the
graph remains toroidal. An embedding of a toroidal graph cannot have genus zero.
Therefore, we will generally talk about the existence of target graph parents for
target graph children, rather than discussing embeddings. If a target graph C has
a reverse move to a target graph P, then any torus embedding of C has a reverse

move to some torus embedding of P, so the results apply equally well to target
embeddings.
F'undamentally, what are the moves we need in Our set? Since the graph minor
hierarchy is central to the embedding problem, and the set of embeddable graphs on
a surface is easily characterized in terms of forbidden minors [37],it seems natural
that we should use moves resembling the reverse minor operations: splitting a
vertex, or adding an edge. As long as we consider only connected graphs, there is
no need to insert degree zero vertices.
Adding an edge seems simple enough, and corresponds to Our

move. Split-

ting a vertex is a more complicated operation. It would be nice to restrict it in some
way, t o make computer implementation easier. It would also be nice to disallow
splits that create degree two vertices, since degree two vertices clearly make no difference t o the topological properties of the graph. Note that Sivlcan be imagined
as splitting one of the neighbours to create a degree two vertex, instead of Our usual
description of it as subdividing an edge. In Our three-move set, we restrict the split
operation to always create a degree three vertex.
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Figure 3.1: A super-diamond.
ut with the split operation so restricted, we face the question of how to create
diamonds, which are the subject of Chapter 4. We could disallow diamonds, as
we disallowed degree two vertices, but then we would have no obvious way to
create an infinite number of larger "banana-like" kinds of subgraphs, including the
super-diamond of five vertices and seven edges, shown in Figure 3.1. We could
perhaps disallow al1 such structures, by requiring that target embeddings be 3connected, but then we might be faced with testing for 3-connectedness frequently
in the software, as well as possible theoretical complications. Our decision was to
require only biconnectedness from target embeddings, and have a special move, the
V2,4
move,

for creating diamonds.

The above intuitive description argues for why each of the moves in Our threemove set may be necessary, but does little to justify the claim that they are sufficient
to generate al1 target embeddings. Indeed, the su ciency of this move set is far from
obvious. The following obvious theorem is the beginning of Our forma1 argument
ciency of the three-move set; we then complete the proof, and explore other
features of this move set and its ability to generate target embeddings.
3.1.1 If a graph C can be obtained from a graph P by a V2,4
rnove, then

P and C have the same orientable genus.
Proof.

If P is embeddable on a surface S, and (u, v) is the edge we can replace

with a diamond to obtain 6, then we can start with an embedding of P on S and
introduce two new vertices w and x. We replace v with the subsequence (w, x) in
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genus. 0
y the result known as Kuratowski's Theorem [26, 19, cited in [3]], any graph
that is not planar must contain a subgraph homeomorphic to

K5 or

K3,3;
we

cal1

that subgraph the Kuratowski subgraph. Thus, any target embedding must contain
a subembedding of a graph homeomorphic to

K5 or

K3,3.

We make use of that

property in proving the existence of parents for target embeddings. Given a target
embedding E , we can always find a subembedding of E which is an embedding of
a graph homeomorphic to K5 or K3,3.We colour the chosen subembedding red,
and define the red-degree of a vertex in E to be the number of red edges incident
to that vertex. The vertices in the red subgraph with red-degree not equal to two
are called main vertices [29]. Note that no vertex can have red-degree one, because
then the red subgraph could not be homeomorphic to h; or I<3,3. We may change
the colouring later, but will always preserve the property that the red subgraph
is homeomorpliic to 1 - 5 or

K3,3,

and therefore nonplanar. The following lemma is

useful in manipulating the red colouring.
.2 If a graph G with a red-coloured subgraph homeomorphic to 16 or

113,3contains a triangle with vertices {u, v , w) and edges e = (u, v ) , f = (v,w),
and g = (w,
u ) , and no edges incident to u are red except possibly e and g , then
the set of red edges in the triangle must be { e , g } , {f), or the empty set, and we
can freely exchange the two nonempty possibilities while keeping the red subgraph
homeornorphic to
Proof.

K5 or K3,3.

Since no other edges incident to u are red and the red-degree of u cannot

be one, e and g must be both red or both not red. Al1 three edges in the triangle
cannot be red because then u would have red-degree two and by eliminating u the
red subgraph would contain a multiple edge and not be homeomorphic to IC5 or
h3,3. That

leaves only the listed possibilities for the set of red edges in the triangle.

If Hl is the red subgraph when f is the only red edge in the triangle, and H z
is the red subgraph when e and g are red but f is not, then the graph obtained by
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starting from Ni and subdividing f is isomorphic to

fi. Recall that no other edges

incident to u can be red. Then NI is homeomorphic to H2 and so if one of them is
homeomorphic to

or

h3,3,
the

other must also be. O

The red colouring allows us to prove results about edges that can safely be
removed or contracted without making the graph planar, because as long as we do
not disturb the red subgraph too much, the graph must remain nonplanar. There
will be times when we change the colouring, to make certain edges red or not, but
in al1 cases, we preserve the property that the red subgraph is homeomorphic to II5
or &,3.

ma 3.1.3 Let C be a target graph containing a red-coloured subgraph homeomorphic to hj or

IiT3,3,
as

described above. If we contract an edge e in C with a

degree three endpoint u b y a reverse 7;,l move, where e may or may not be red but
the other two edges incident to u are not both red, and assuming that the reverse
move does not create a multiple edge, then the resulting graph P is not planar.
Proof. Since C contains a red subgraph homeomorphic to Iij or

h3,3,
the

graph P

can only be a planar graph if the edge contraction makes the red subgraph planar.
We can also change the colouring as described in Lemma 3.1.2 without changing the
homeomorphism of the red subgraph to E(:, or K3,3. Contracting an edge can make
the red subgraph not homeomorphic to Kg or

h3,3
in

only two ways: by identifying

two main vertices, or by identifying a vertex u that is not a main vertex with a
neighbour v that is red, but where the edge (u, v) is not red.
Because the two edges other than e incident to u are not both red and u has
degree three, the red-degree of u can be at most two. It cannot be one because no
vertex has red-degree one, so it must be zero or two. Shen u is not a main vertex
of the red subgraph. If the red-degree of u is zero then contracting the edge cannot
make the red subgraph planar because al1 the red vertices and edges are unchanged
by the operation. If the red-degree of u is two, that also means that e is red, and

C was K4;similarly, if x had its degree reduced to two, then either C was K4 or w
was a cut vertex of C.
If t here is no edge (w, x) in C , we consider the degrees of w and x. If one
of them (we Say without loss of generality w) has degree three, we cal1 its third
neighbour (besides u and v) y. We will contract the edge between w and y with a
reverse T,imove to get a target graph P with fewer edges than C. The contraction
of (w, y) cannot create a multiple edge because then y and w would have to be
part of a triangle, and the third vertex would have to be u or v.
know three distinct neighbours for each of those already; the only way {w, y,u) or
{w, y, v) could be a triangle would be if x and y were the same vertex, in which
case there would be an edge (w, x), and that possibility was considered above. Since
both endpoints have minimum degree three, the edge contraction cannot reduce the
degree of any vertex. Contracting (w, y) could only reduce the connectivity of the
graph if {w, y) were a two-vertex cut, and then each of them would also be a eut
vertex, contradicting the biconnectedness of C. Contracting an edge cannot increase
the genus of a graph. Thus, it only remains to show that contracting (w, y) does
not reduce the genus of the graph.
Suppose we eliminate the diamond with a reverse

V2,4move

to create a graph

H, which contains at least one degree two vertex (namely w) and so is not a target graph, but is nonplanar by Theorem 3.1.1. We can colour a red subgraph of

H homeomorphic to 1(5 or I&,3 as above, then replace the diamond to obtain a
colouring of C. If the edge (w,x) was red in H t hen we colour red the edges (w ,u)
and (u, x) ; other than that, al1 the edges introduced when we replace the diamond
remain uncoloured. Then (w, u) and (w, v) are not both red, so by Lemma 3.1.3
the graph P is nonplanar and therefore P is a target graph.
The only remaining case for the theorem occurs if w and x both have degree
greater than three, with no edge (w, x). In that case, we can perform a reverse m 2 , 4
move t o eliminate the diamond, giving a graph P. A reverse v2,4
move must leave
the genus of the graph unchanged, by Theorem 3.1.1. The reverse move does not

create a multiple edge because there is no edge (w, x) in C. Because w and x have
degree greater than three in C and each has its degree reduced by one, their degrees
in P are still are least three. The graph P must be biconnected because if there
were a pair of vertices y and z which had two paths between them and distinct at
the endpoints in C but not in P, then both those paths must have passed through
w and z. Then x or y would have to be a cut vertex in C, unless they each had no
other neighbours besides u and v ; either choice contradicts the definition of C as
a target graph. Therefore P has genus one, is biconnected, and has al1 vertices of
degree at least three, and so is a target graph. O
When looking for a parent of a diamond-free target embedding, Our reverse move
must necessarily be a reverse Co,1 or

%,l

move, because the reverse S)2,4move can

only be applied to a target embedding containing a diamond, and sometimes not
even then. It is easy to find edges that can be removed while preserving nonplanarity; any non-red edge will do. Finding edges we can contract while preserving
nonplanarity is also easy.
We can only apply a reverse Co,i move when both endpoints of the edge we
removed have degree greater than three, or else the resulting embedding would
have vertices of degree two and would not be a target embedding. We can only
apply a reverse 7;,1move to contract an edge with at least one endpoint of degree
three, and only when the edge is not part of a triangle, to avoid creating multiple
edges. With either reverse move, we must preserve the biconnectedness of the
graph. The following well-known result is used in proving conditioned under which
a reverse move preserves biconnectedness.
ernrna 3.1.5 A graph G is biconnected i f and only if G is a union of one or more

biconnected subgraphs BI, B2,.
. . Bk, where there are two vertices u and v such that
the intersection of

Biand B, is { u , v } for any i # j .

The next lemma shows that under some conditions which target graphs happen
to satisfy, we can find an edge whose removal leaves the graph biconnected.

Figure 3.4:

K4 minus an edge.

a 3.1.6 Any biconnected graph G containing at least three vertices and at
most two vertices of degree two, must contain some edge whose removal leaves the
graph biconnected.
Proof.

By examination of al1 smaller graphs (there are only a few), K4 minus

one edge, shown in Figure 3.4, is the unique biconnected graph with at least three
vertices, at most two vertices of degree two, and the smallest possible number of
edges. We can remove the edge between that graph's two vertices of degree three,
and leave a biconnected graph.
If G has more than five edges, we find a cycle F in G containing al1 the degree
two vertices, if any. This must be possible because there are at most two degree
two vertices, G is biconnected, and in a biconnected graph we can find a cycle
containing any pair of vertices. Since G has at least three vertices, they cannot al1
be degree two, and any vertex can only have zero or two incident edges in F, so
there must be an edge (u, v) in G that is not in F, and its endpoints u and v must
each have degree at least three in 6. If removal of (u, v ) leaves the remaining graph

G - (u, v) biconnected, then we are done.
Otherwise, there must be at least one vertex w of G which is a cut vertex in

G - (u,v). Removal of any cut vertex w must split G - (u,v) into exactly two
connected components, because otherwise w would be a cut vertex in G also. Then
u and v must be in two different biconnected components of G - (u, v), and al1 the

edges of F must be in one biconnected component of G - (u, v) because F is itself
a biconnected subgraph; recall that (u, v) was chosen not to be in F. Then one of
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u and v, Say without loss of generality u,must be in a biconnected component of

G - (u,
v) which contains no edges in F and is attached to the rest of G - (u,
v)
only at one cut vertex; we cal1 that biconnected component H and that cut vertex

x. Note that x need not be the same as w because w is any cut vertex of G - (u,
v)
whereas x is the particular cut vertex joining N to the rest of G - (u,
v).
The subgraph H cannot consist only of u because then u would be a cut vertex

G,and H cannot consist only of u and one other vertex with an edge between
them, because then u would have degree two in G. So H must contain at least

of

three vertices. The subgraph H cannot include any vertex that had degree two in

G,because H has no edges in F, and al1 edges incident to vertices with degree two
in G were edges in F. The only vertices in H which have smaller degree in H than
they had in G,are u and x; H includes al1 edges from G incident to any of the other
vertices in H. So the vertices u and x are the only ones that could have degree two
in N.
Then H is a biconnected graph with at least three vertices, at most two vertices

v).
of degree two, and fewer edges than G because it does not contain the edge (u,
We can look recursively for an edge e to remove from H that will leave
biconnected. Then by Lemma 3.1.5, we can replace H with H - e and leave

G

biconnected. O
Preserving nonplanarity as well as biconnectedness is only a little more diEcult.
In the following proof, we use a similar technique to split the graph into two pieces,
but instead of finding a cycle and using it to remove part of the graph, we remove the
red subgraph from consideration at the first stage of the recursion. After that, we
know that any remaining edges can be removed while keeping the graph nonplanar,
and so we simply apply Lemma 3.1.6. Note that Lemma 3.1.7 does not necessarily
provide a useful reverse move from C, because the edge selected could have a degree
three endpoint, resulting in a degree two vertex in P.

owever, in that case the

edge still provides a useful starting point for the search for reverse moves in the

Figure 3.6: The biconnected component H.
of a graph is the sum of the genera of its biconnected components [8], exactly one
biconnected component of C - e is nonplanar. Since the two endpoints of e are
in different biconnected components of C - e , one of them must be in a planar
biconnected component of C - e. Let H be a planar biconnected component of

C - e containing an endpoint of e, and v be the endpoint of e contained in H.
Just as in Lemma 3.1.6 above, the biconnected component H cannot consist
only of v because then v would be a cut vertex of C, and H cannot consist of v and
one other vertex with an edge between them, because then v would have degree
two in C. When considered as a subgraph of C , H is connected to the rest of C
only though the vertices v and w, where w is some cut vertex of C - e , as shown in
Figure 3.6. The vertices v and w must each have degree at least two in H because
otherwise H would not be biconnected. Any other vertices in H have the same
degree in H that they had in C, necessarily at least three because C is a target
graph.
So N is a biconnected graph with at least three vertices and at most two vertices
of degree two. By Lemma 3.1.6 we can remove an edge of H and leave H - e
biconnected. Then by Lemma 3.1.5, P is biconnected. Since H contains no red
edges, that edge must not be red, and its removal does not change the genus of C.
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Therefore P is a target graph except for possibly containing degree two vertices. O

If the edge e of Lemina 3.1.7 has a degree three endpoint then we cannot use a
reverse Co,i move to remove it. It could be that the edge from Lemma 3.1.7 is on a
triangle, or that any degree three endpoint of this edge also has both other incident
edges red, so Lemma 3.1.3 might not allow us to contract it with a reverse 7;,i move
either. The following theorem shows that even in such cases, we can always find
some reverse move to use.

eorern 3.1.8 Any target graph C either is hj, K3,3, or can be obtained b y making a move in {Co,i,D2,4,~,l)
on a target graph P with fewer edges.
Proof. If C contains a diamond, Theorem 3.1.4 provides a reverse move to P and
we are finished. Otherwise, we find a subgraph of C homeomorphic to & or K3,3,
and colour that subgraph red. By Lemma 3.1.7, there is an edge e which is not red,
such that removal of e would leave the graph biconnected and toroidal.
If both endpoints of e have degree greater than three, then we can remove e
with a reverse Co,i move; the only remaining condition for P to be a target graph
is for al1 vertices to have degree at least three, and removing an edge between two
vertices of degree greater than three preserves that. If one endpoint of e has degree
three, we call it u. The other endpoint, which we call v, may also have degree three.
The other two neighbours of u we call w and x. Now, how many distinct triangles
in C can contain u? The answer is at most three because any triangle containing
u is uniquely determined by u and two of its neighbours; there are only three ways

to choose two of the three neighbours of u.

f u is not in any triangle in C: then we can contract one of the edges
incident to u, other than e, with a reverse

z,lmove to find P. Since e is not red,

by Lemma 3.1.3 the resulting graph P has genus greater than one. The graph P
must be biconnected, every vertex in P must have degree at least three, and the
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Figure 3.7: Vertex names when u is on three triangles.
genus of P must be at most one, because the reverse

x,lmove always preserves

those properties. Since no edge incident to u was on a triangle, contracting one of
them cannot create multiple edges. Therefore, P is a target graph.

istinct triangles in C: then we have the situation shown in
Figure 3.7, where the vertices u, v, w, and x induce a subgraph isomorphic to K4.
If any neighbour of u had degree three, then C would contain a diamond, and we
already handled that case. So al1 of v, w, and x have degree at least four.
If any edge between two neighbours of u is not red, we say without loss of
generality that it is (w, x ) and eliminate it with a reverse Coli move to find P. Since
the edge is not red and has both endpoints of degree greater than three, we know
t hat we can remove it while preserving the genus and keeping the minimum degree
at least three. The graph P is also biconnected, because there are still two internally
vertex disjoint paths between w and x, namely (w, u, x) and (w, v , x). Therefore P
is a target graph.
If al1 edges between neighbours of u are red, then because the edge (u, v) is not
red, by Lemma 3.1.2 none of the edges incident to u is red and we can recolour to
make (w, r ç ) not red and (w, u) and (u, x) red. Then, as above, we remove the edge
(w, x) with a reverse Coli move to obtain P , which is a target graph.

f u is in exactly one triang

C: that triangle must include two edges

incident t o u. If any non-red edge incident to u is on the triangle, then we can
contract along the one edge incident to u that is not on the triangle, with a reverse

7i,l move, to

obtain P. By Lemma 3.1.3 this preserves the genus of the graph.

Since the edge being contracted is not on a triangle, the reverse move creates no
multiple edges. And a reverse %,i move can never decrease the degree of a vertex
or reduce the connectivity of a graph, so the remaining conditions are satisfied, and

P is a target graph.
If u is in one triangle and both edges incident to u in the triangle are red, then
the triangle consists of u, w, and x.

y Lemma 3.1.2, the edge (w, x) is not red,

and we can re-colour so that (w, x) is red and none of the edges incident to u are
red. Then we contract along (u, v) with a reverse

%,i move, as above, and obtain

a target graph P.

f u is in exact

C: one neighbour of u must be in both of

those triangles also; we cal1 this neighbour y. If y is degree three, then (u, y) is a
diamond edge, and we handled the case of graphs containing diamonds already. If
(u, y) is red, then there is exactly one vertex z adjacent to both u and y such that
(u, z) is red; then by Lemma 3.1.2, the edge (y, x) is not red, but we can recolour
so that (y, z) is red and no edge incident to u is red.
Now we have a vertex u of degree three with a neighbour y of degree greater

than three, and the edge (u, y) is not red and is on two triangular faces. Let uo be u
and let ul be one of the other neighbours of u. Since (uo,y) is part of two triangles,
ul must also be a neighbour of y. If the edge (y, ui) is red, we can recolour to make
it not red while keeping the red subgraph nonplanar, by colouring (uo,ul) red if
it was not already red, and colouring (uo,y) red. This has the effect of splitting a
vertex in the red subgraph, which always preserves nonplanarity. The resulting red
subgraph is nonplanar but may not be homeomorphic to & or

if necessary,

we can uncolour additional edges to leave a red subgraph homeomorphic to 115 or

K3,3,and (y, ul) not red.
then replace uo by ul and repeat, to choose vertices uz, us,. . . ,uk: for i
starting a t one, while ui is degree three and (u;, y) is on two triangles, we choose
u;+l t o be the third neighbour of ui, other than ui-1 and y. The vertex uk that
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When we finish we have a vertex uk adjacent to y, with the edge (uk,Y) not red,
and either that edge is on just one triangle in C or the degree of uk is greater than
three. If the degree of uk is greater than three, then we can remove (uk,y) with
a reverse Co,l move to obtain P. Because the edge we remove is not red and has
both endpoints of degree greater than three, P is nonplanar and has no vertices of
degree less than three.
Choose a neighbour uk+l of uk, other than uk-l and y. Since C is biconnected,
we can find a path from y to u k + ~and not containing uk. By adding the edges (y, uk)
) path, we have a cycle. If the cycle does not contain the vertex
and (uk,u ~ + to~ that
~ k - ~we
,

can replace the edge (y, uk) with (uk,ukml)and (ukVl,y) to find a cycle

through uk and y that does not contain (uk,y). Let z be the third vertex adjacent
to ukml, besides uk and y. Since the edge (ukVl,y) is on two triangles, z must also
be a neighbour of y. If the cycle passes through the vertex uk-1, then because
~

k

has
- ~degree three, the cycle must include the edges (y, ukVl)and (uk-1, z). We

can replace the sequence of consecutive vertices in the cycle (uk,y, uk-1, z) with
(uk,uk-1, y, z) to find a cycle through uk and y in P. Therefore, we can always find
a cycle through uk and y and not passing through (uk,y), and that cycle provides
two internally vertex disjoint paths between these vertices, so removal of (uk,y)
leaves a biconnected graph P. Since P fulfills the other conditions, it is a target
graph.
If the degree of uk is three, then the edge (uk,Y) is on only one triangle. Let
(uk,z) be the edge incident to uk that is not in that triangle. The edge (uk,z )
cannot be in any triangle because if it were in a triangle, that triangle would have
to also contain either y or ukP1. If the triangle contains y then the third vertex
is a neighbour of y, (uk, Y) is in two triangles, and we would not have stopped at
uk. If {uk, uk-~,z} is a triangle, then z must be a neighbour of uk-1 other than
y, and so z must be a neighbour of y because (ukml,y) is in two triangles. Then
{uk,y, x) must be a triangle, contradicting the claim that (uk,y) was in only the
triangle {uk,uk-1, y).
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not reduce the list of graphs generated. Three-move sufficiency, proved in Theorem 3.1.8, is far from obvious. So there is some precedent for the idea that move
sets may be reduced counter-intuitively.
In this section, not only do we prove that the three-move set is minimal in the
strict sense that any proper subset requires an infinite set of seeds to generate al1
target graphs, but we also argue that the infinite set of seeds required by any further
reduction of the three-move set would have to be inconveniently complicated. Thus,
further reduction of the move set is not useful, even if we are willing to make a
concession like generating most embeddings with our standard algorithm and using
a different algorithm to generate the few not covered.
.1 The set of moues

{V2,4, is not suvfficient to generate al1 target

ernbeddings with any Jinite set of seeds.
Proof.

These moves may add at most two edges for every vertex they add, so

with a finite set of seeds the embeddings we can generate with n vertices have a
maximum of 2n

+ k edges for some constant k.

Triangulations on the torus with

n vertices may have up to 3n edges, and for sufficiently large n, this will always

exceed the number of edges in any n-vertex embedding we can generate. Therefore,
there exist embeddings we cannot generate with this set of moves and any finite set
of seeds. O
At tempting to compensate for the removal of Co,i by expanding the set of seeds
would require us to add as seeds al1 the torus triangulations. Generating triangulations for surfaces is an interesting problem which has been studied, for instance,
arnette [6, 71, but a solution to that problem requires work comparable to Our
work here; and it is not obvious that the triangulations are the only things we would
have t o add. So removing Coli from the set of moves would almost certainly create
more work than it saves.
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.2.2 The set of moves {Co,l,7;,l) is not suficient to generate all target

embeddings with any finite set of seeds.
Proof.

By starting with a seed embedding and repeatedly replacing edges with

the structure shown in Figure 3.1, which we cal1 a super-diamond, we can construct
a target embedding which contains an arbitrarily large number of copies of this
structure. Indeed, we can choose a target embedding which contains the superdiamond more times than there are edges in any seed embedding. In such a target
embedding there must be a super-diamond where none of the seven edges existed
in the seed and so al1 of them were created by moves in Our set. We consider what
the last move used in the creation of that copy could have been.
Suppose the last move made was a Co,1move. In that case, the last edge added
could not have been one of the five edges incident to at least one of the two degree
three vertices. f it was one of the two remaining edges, then the embedding prior
to that move must have contained a diamond, and moreover a diamond that did
not exist in the seed because al1 the seed edges are in use elsewhere. We do not
have a move in Our set that can create a diamond, so this is impossible and the last
move cannot have been a Co,i move.

A

z,imove must always create a degree three vertex.

ut the two degree

three vertices in the super-diamond are each contained in two distinct triangles.
Reversing the

x,imove from either of these vertices to any of its neighbours would

give us a previous state containing a multiple edge. So the last move cannot have
been a 7;,l move.
Therefore there is no way to create more copies of the structure shown in Figure 3.1 than there are edges in any seed, and so for this set of moves and any finite
set of seeds, we can always find a target embedding we cannot create. Thus, the
set of moves {Co,l,T,i)is not s
Eliminating V 2 , 4 ~ ~require
~ l d us to add as seeds an infinite number of graphs
ring from graphs we can generate without î&4, only by V2,4 moves. This
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making

and Go,l moves. When we later began to consider the question of

exhaustive generation wit hout duplicates, we st arted with that set of moves and
a more relaxed definition for target embeddings that permitted them to include
vertices of degree two.
.1 The set of moves {Sl,l,Co,l} is suficient and minimal to generate
al1 combinatorial embeddings of graphs homeomorphic to target graphs, with the set
of seeds equal to al1 embeddings on the torus of K5 and h&.
Proof.

If an embedding E is like a target embedding except that it contains one

or more vertices of degree two, then we can use a reverse Si,1move to remove one
of the degree two vertices and obtain an embedding E' with fewer edges which is
similarly a target embedding except for possibly containing vertices of degree two.
If E contains no vertices of degree two, then it is a target embedding, and if E is
not a seed we can apply Lemma 3.1.7 to find an edge that we can remove with a
reverse Co,, move to obtain an embedding E', which is a target embedding except for
possibly containing some vertices of degree two. Therefore, {S1,l,Co,l} is sufficient.
The set of moves consisting of only Sl,i is not sufficient because it cannot be
used t o create embeddings with more vertices of degree greater than two than exist
in any seed, and a target-like embedding could contain an arbitrary number of
vertices of degree greater than two. Similarly, the set of moves consisting of only

Co,l cannot create vertices at all, and so cannot create target-like embeddings with
more vertices than any seed. Therefore,

Coli} is minimal. O

If we allow vertices of degree two, then the nuinber of embeddings and therefore
graphs we must consider increases without significant improvements in the uses
we can make of the results. Any time we would want to embed a graph with
degree two vertices on the torus, we could instead eliminate them with reverse Sltl
moves, embed the resulting graph, and then add the vertices of degree two back in
egree two vertices have no effect on embeddability.
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simulate a Clt2 move with a Co,l move followed by a

T,lmove, because if we wished

to perform the C1,2 move inside a triangular face, the initial Coli move would have
to create a multiple edge.
The

move appears necessary because, if we imagine ourselves generating

planar embeddings in the same way we generate torus embeddings, a wheel with
many vertices clearly cannot be generated by any of the other moves in the fourmove set. A wheel other than

IG contains no diamonds, so V2,4is unusable; it

contains only one vertex of degree greater than three, so Co,1 is unusable; and a
7;,1

move would require the parent to contain multiple edges. It seems reasonable,

then, that there should be nonplanar graphs which also require

The necessity

of C1,2 appeared so obvious that its proof could safely be left almost to the end of
the project. So our intent during most of the project was to prove sufficiency of
the six-move set, then sufficiency of the four-move set by the equivalences above.
Then we would prove minimality of the four-move set, possibly with a note on the
possibilities of using the original two rnoves, for a more wasteful but much simpler
approach.
The discovery that C1,z was not necessary, or at least not necessary when dealing
with ernbeddings on the torus, was triggered by the difficulty of proving minimality
of the four-move set. Despite the note above that C1,z cannot be directly simulated
by Co,l and

we could not actually find any target embeddings for which it

was necessary; not even in our computer experiments with hundreds of millions of
embeddings. Obtaining a suficiency proof, showing that in fact the four-move set
is not minimal, was difficult but eventually possible.
Unfortunately, we have no simple explanation for why

can be eliminated;

unlike C2,3, there is no easy sequence of other moves that can replace Cl,z in al1 cases.
At best we can point to Theorem 3.1.8, which shows (after a complicated argument
with several cases) that any target embedding which might appear to require Clla,
can be generated in some other way with the other three moves. Although the
three-move set requires an elaborate proof and appears to be in some sense just
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stituted into its edges. It would be preferable to eliminate them from consideration.
ut as described in Ghapter 3, forbidding diamonds entirely, by eliminating the
?&,4

move, would require us to have some other way to create the more complicated

structures which currently require diamonds. Perhaps we could make diamonds
unnecessary by requiring target graphs to be 3-connected, but then the proofs that
we can maintain that constraint, already diEcult for biconnectedness, could become
even more difficult. Also, some intended applications of the output, for instance
to the search for torus obstructions (see Section 7.2) would suffer if the output
were limited to 3-connected embeddings. It seems useful to permit at least a few
diamonds.
We could make attempt to place a similar limit on how many degree two vertices
are necessary at any one time to generate al1 target embeddings with moves in

Cot1}, as discussed in Section 3.3, but it appears that we would still need at
least three degree two vertices to be able t o generate diamonds with those moves.
Similarly, if we permitted multiple edges we might also need to permit enough of
those to be inconvenient.
Permitting diamonds presents less of a problem than permitting multiple edges
or degree two vertices, because every diamond includes two vertices which are not
available to be included in any other diamond. When we generate graphs up to a
fixed number of vertices n, the n-vertex graphs containing diamonds must correspond to graphs with n - 2 or fewer vertices, and the fast growth in the number
of embeddings with increasing n guarantees that there will be far fewer target
embeddings with n - 2 vertices than with n vertices. So the actual number of
diamond-containing embeddings should not be overwhelming.
Nonetheless, we choose to avoid diamond-containing embeddings as far as possible. Lernma 3.2.2 shows that some diamonds are necessary with Our move set, so
we cannot simply require al1 parents and children to be diamond-free and expect
to generate al1 other target embeddings that way. In the next section we show that
we need tolerate only one diamond in an embedding at a time; the set of target

Figure 4.2: How a reverse XT1move can create a diamond.
move is limited to the vertices shown. With the new edge forming the crossbar of
the diamond, both its endpoints can only b e part of that one diamond, so only one
diamond is created. With the new edge forming a side of the diamond, only one
vertex has its degree reduced to three, and so, again, only one diamond is created.
Since one diamond is always destroyed by the reverse D2,4 move, this reverse move
can never increase the total number of diamonds in the embedding. Theorem 3.1.8
has already established that P is a target embedding when it is obtained by a
reverse D2,4 move. Note that in the exceptional case of making a D2,4move on K4,
the resulting graph C has two diamond edges in it and a reverse D2,,4move gives us
the original K4, with six diamond edges. We consider only target graphs with at
most one diamond, so that situation is excluded.

A reverse 7;,1 move always increases the degree of a vertex past three, so it can
never create a diamond by creating a degree three vertex. Any diamond created
by a reverse

x,imove must result from t h e contraction of a 4-cycle in the target

embedding, as shown in Figure 4.2. The edge (u, v) is the one being contracted.
Such a contraction could in fact create two diamonds at once, if we imagine the
structure repeated again on the other side of the edge (u, v), as shown in Figure 4.3.
We can instead contract the edge (u, w) in C t o obtain P unless u and y are adjacent,
or the edge (v, x) unless v and y are adjacent. The vertices u and v cannot both be
adjacent t o y, because then the original reverse

move would have been forbidden

for creating a multiple edge.
can assume without loss of generality that u is not adjacent to y, and so we
can contract (u, w). The reverse

5 , l

move always preserves connectivity and the
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One possibility remains with the reverse Co,i move: that w could be degree
three and v and z could be the same vertex, so that there is a triangle with vertices
{u, v, w} and we cannot contract the edge (w, v) without creating a multiple edge.

In that case, the graph C must contain a super-diamond, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Obviously, an embedding (either the target embedding C or some ancestor necessary
to create it) could contain an arbitrarily large number of super-diamonds. However,
the super-diamond does not contain a diamond itself, and it can be created from
an edge by making a

V2,4
move followed by a 7i,i move and a Co,l move, creating

and destroying one diamond along the way. So if we need to build an embedding
containing one or more of these and possibly a diamond as well, we can first build
the corresponding embedding with the diamond and super-diamonds replaced by
edges and any degree two vertices and multiple edges eliminated. Then we can
insert the diamond and super-diamonds, one at a time, never having more than one
diamond in the embedding at one time, and then we can do any final splitting and
adding of edges as in Theorem 3.1.4 to create the desired embedding.

If we are primarily interested in embeddings of diarnond-free graphs, then Theorem 4.2.1 allows us to prune our computation tree considerably. Noting that our

~ ,al1
~ diamond-free,
,
we can implement the prunseed embeddings, of Ks and I s ~are
ing in the generator software simply by discarding any parents or children that have
more than one diamond. We also restrict actual output to embeddings of diamondfree graphs, although it is necessary to examine embeddings with one diamond in
order to generate al1 diamond-free embeddings.

S

We normally imagine diamonds as being embedded nicely on the plane, as in the
drawing in Figure 2.1. But on the torus, there are more possibilities. Two other
ways t o embed a diamond on the torus are shown in Figure 4.6. We cal1 any
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If we imagine removing the vertex v and al1 its incident edges, then we would
have an embedding Pt, which is the same as the embedding P obtained by replacing
the diamond with a path (w, u, x). To obtain C from P', we must insert v into a
face containing the vertex u; v goes inside that face and its incident edges connect
it to some appearance of each of u, w, and x around the face. Because v must
come after x and before w in the clockwise adjacency Est of u, there is only one
way to add the edge (u, v) even if u appears twice on the face. The other two edges
incident to v, however, may attach to any appearances of w and x on the face. We
can break down the addition of v and its edges further into the steps of adding
an edge between the two appearances of w and x that will be adjacent to v , then
subdividing that edge to create v, and finally adding the edge (u, v).
To remove a diamond, we can label it as above, rernove v and its edges, then
remove y and replace the edges (w, u) and (u, x) with an edge (w ,x) . We can remove
any diamond this way, twisted or not. By reversing the steps and making sure that
we can choose any appearances of w and x on the face, we obtain the definition of
move, which can create any diamond, twisted or not. In detail, the steps
the V2,4
are as follows:
1. Choose a face F of an embedding P .
2. Choose an edge e in F.

3. Let w and x be the endpoints of e so that w comes immediately before x in
a clockwise traversa1 of F. There may be two ways to do that if e appears

twice on the same face.
4. Choose one appearance of each of w and x on F (each may appear more than
once).

5. Subdivide (w, x), creating u.

nextlabel t 2

w t vertex labelled i
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As a side effect of the canonical form calculation, we obtain the automorphism
group of the embedding in the form of a list of al1 permutations from the original
labelling to a labelling that yields the canonical representation. If the embedding
has some symmetry, then there will be more than one starting point that produces
the canonical representation, so there will be more than one such permutation. Since
each permutation is generated by one of Our breadth-first searches, and there can
be at most 4rn of those in a graph with m edges (two starting points for each edge
multiplied by two for clockwise or counterclockwise), that provides an upper limit
on the number of permutations. After applying to the embedding the canonical
labelling, which is a permutation no from the list of permutations we generated, we
also replace each entry rr, with nk

O

ncl,so that we have the automorphism group

as the set of permutations of the canonical vertex labels that leave the breadthfirst search representation unchanged. The automorphism group is used with move
labels in eliminating duplicate moves.

e

e

As we observed when attempting to implement an embedding generator, we can
eliminate almost al1 duplication of isomorphic embeddings in the output by finding
a parent for each possible child, and keeping the child if and only if it was generated
from the parent according to the canonical form above. This restriction prunes the
computation tree a great deal. However, it is still possible that a child could be
kept more than once, resulting in duplicate embeddings in the output. That could
happeil if there is more than one way to make a move on the parent to produce the
same child.
If the parent is highly symmetric, there could be many duplicate moves. For
example, in Figure 5.1, any of four edges can be replaced by a diamond to give the
pictured child. The software must have a way to recognize that these four edges
are equivalent, and only apply the move to one of them.
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New edges introduced b y

7i,l moves are marked.

Furthermore, if we ever do a planarity test on a graph G - e consisting of a
graph G minus an edge e , and G - e is found to be nonplanar, then we can unmark
e in G.

Proof. When we obtain C from P by a Co,, move, obviously every subgraph of P
is a subgraph of C also. So any edge that is in every subgraph of C homeomorphic
to K5 or 1<3,3
must also be in every subgraph of P homeomorphic to K5 or Ii3,3.
The set of edges that must be marked in C is a subset of the set of edges that must
be marked in P, so if we make the marked edges of C equal to the marked edge of

P, we obtain a legal marking.
When we obtain C from P by a

m2,4move,

we do not mark any of the new

edges. Cal1 the endpoints of the edge being removed u and v. If the edge (u, v)
was unmarked in P then obviously there is some subgraph homeomorphic to K5
or K3,3 in P that did not include that edge, and that subgraph is retained in C.
Even if the edge being removed was marked, removal of any one of the new edges
maintains a path between u and v, and so does not make C plailar by destroying
al1 subgraphs homeomorphic to 1i;5 or Ii&.
We mark al1 edges added by

x,lmoves in order to err on the side of caution,

because it is possible that an edge a.dded by such a move could be in every subgraph
homeomorphic to IIE, or K3,3, even when no other edges need to be marked. For
instance, supposed we take an embedding of Ii3,3,
subclivide al1 nine edges as with
moves, and then perform a

m2,4move

on every edge of the result; so we have

an embedding of K3,3 with every edge replaced by two diamonds in a row.
Any one edge from the resulting embedding could be removed without rendering
the graph planar. Suppose we split the degree four vertex joiiiing two diamonds in
this construction. We could either preserve both diainonds or destroy thein both,
depending on how we make the split. If we preserve the diamonds, the new edge is
on every subgraph homeomorphic to Ji5 or

and so needs to be marked. Rather
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experiments were conducted there and on various computers running Solaris at
the University of Victoria and Rochester Institute of Technology. Al1 the CPU
times listed here are for the Celeron unless otherwise specified, and are measured
in user-space CPU time to reduce the effect of other processes running on the same
comput ers.
The embedding generator includes some additional features, like the edge-marking technique of Section 5.3 to reduce the number of planarity tests performed, a,nd
the technique described by McKay [28, Section 81 for splitting the computation into
parallel slices. We include an implementation of the planarity algorithm of Demoualgrange, and Pertuiset [15]. Although this algorithm does not offer the
linear asymptotic time complexity of some other planarity algorithms, it performs
well with the relatively small gra,phs Our code processes.
The data structure we use for embeddings is a simplified version of that described
by Boyer and Myrvold for their planarity algorithm [ I l , Section 41. Each vertex
has a circular doubly-linked list of records representing the neighbours around that
vertex in clockwise order; the two records representing the endpoints of each edge
are joined by pointers called twin links. We do not use the special feature of treating
the two linked-list pointers equivalently, because we do not need to be able to reverse
the order of a list in constant time.
As well as the linked-list representation of the embedding, we also maintain an
adjacency matrix as a packed bit array. Adjacency matrices inherently require O ( n )
or 0 ( n 2 ) time for some operations that could be done faster on other structures.
ut Our implementation, although it can handle almost any number of vertices in
theory with the appropriate compiled-in options, is limited to embeddings of up to
about eleven or twelve vertices in practice simply by output size and computation
time. Packed bit arrays of this size can be inplemented so efficiently on current bitparallel computers that the adjacency matrices are extremely fast and convenient,
despite their asymptotic disadvantages.
One special feature of the present software allows running the generation pro-

the input embedding, the parent of that embedding, and so on, until a seed embedding is reached or a consistency check fails. That procedure proved invaluable
when debugging the parent-selection code, since a common failure mode was for
the software to select as a parent an embedding (or an inconsistent data structure vaguely resembling an embedding) that would not ever be generated by the
generation algorithm.

on=1
We ran the embedding generator to make a list of al1 diamond-free target embeddings on up to nine vertices, and stored the results as compressed text files with one
line, containing the canonical form, for each embedding. The resulting files store
approximately 17 million embeddings of 75 thousand graphs in approximately 120
megabytes of disk space. This run was split into three equal slices and consumed
approximately 9.4 hours of CPU time.
Since a similar set of files for the ten-vertex case would be too large to store conveniently, we split the computation into 100 slices and had the prograrn output only
the graph for each diamond-free target embedding. We then counted the number
of embeddings for each isomorphism class of graphs. Generating these ernbeddings
required approximately 13 days of CPU time. The resulting files, containing graphs
in nauty canonical form [27] and a count of embeddings for each graph, consume
approximately 19 rnegabytes compressed. There were approximately 3.9 million
graphs with 462 million ernbeddings in this run. Storing the embeddings would be
prohibitive: extrapolating the space consumption of the nine-vertex graphs gives
an estimate of at least 3,200 megabytes t o store al1 the ten-vertex embeddings of
diamond-free target graphs, even in compressed form.
To provide a reference for debugging purposes, we also obtained an independent
list of diamond-free target graphs with up to nine vertices, by using the geng
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software by McKay [28] to generate al1 graphs on up to nine vertices with al1 vertices
liaving minimum degree three and few enough edges to be toroidal. We passed those
graphs through a simple filter to remove the ones containing diamonds, and used
the torus embedding software of Neufeld and Myrvold [34] to find the graphs with
genus one.
Generating the independent list of diamond-free target graphs required approximately four months of CPU time (compare to 9.4 hours to generate the same list
with Our generator program), but the result proved to be invaluable for debugging
Our generator. Most programming mistalces in Our own software maiiifested either
as duplicate embeddings in the output, or as target graphs that failed to appear
in the output, so we tested Our package by checking for duplicates, then using
nauty [27] to find a list of graphs in Our output up to isomorphism, and checlcing

that list against the reference list.
The list from Our current generator agrees with the reference list, and that adds
to Our confidence not only that Our software is correct but tha.t the packages used
to malce the reference list are also correct. Since Our generator uses a completely
different algorithm from the algorithms used by geng and the torus embedder,
it seems highly unlikely that both lists would accidentally omit exactly the same
graphs.
Our counts of diamond-free target embeddings and graphs with up to ten vertices
are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. We also found the maximum number
of torus embeddings for any one diamond-free target graph with a fixed number of
vertices n and edges rn; these numbers are shown in Table 6.3.
In Table 6.4 we show the mean count of torus embeddings per graph for each
value of n, obtained by dividing the number of embeddings by the number of graphs.
Note that the number of embeddings per graph increases with more vertices up to
eight, but then decreases a little for nine-vertex graphs and decreases considerably
more for ten-vertex graphs. However, the maximum number of embeddings for
a single target graph at each value of n, shown in the bottom line of Table 6.3,

C

Although the lists of dianiond-free target embeddings generated by Our software and
described in the previous chapter may have some interest in themselves, the algorithm is intended to be useful in some specific applications. This chapter describes
some of those applications. We begin by describing a fast lookup-based toroidality
test in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2 we apply that test to the search for topological
obstructions to embeddability on the torus. Future work wit h this algorithm could
focus on searches for additional obstructions. Another possible direction for future
work would be the application of these techniques to other surfaces, described in
Section 7.3. We end the chapter with a summary of Our conclusions, in Section 7.4.

O

We can use the output of the enlbedding generator to build a database of diamondfree target graphs, and then use that database as the basis for a fast toroidality
test. Given a graph G with n vertices and the database of diamoiid-free target
graphs with up to n vertices, we can eliminate any vertices of degree less than three
from G, find its biconnected components, and check them for planarity. If more
than one biconnected component is nonplanar then G must have genus greater than

if the genus is zero then the output is Ic4,and if the genus is one then the output
is some labelling, possibly not canonical, of a diamond-free target graph.
We pass the output of Our filter through the nauty [27] canonical labelling
utility; then we look up the result in a table to find the category for the graph.
To handle input graphs up to ten vertices, the table has about 3.9 million entries
and consumes about 39 megabytes of disk space (ten bytes per entry). The table
contains Iîr4,and the diamond-free target graphs from the generator prograin; if
the output of the filter is not in the table, then we know the input graph G must
have had genus at least two. Running the test on large batches of graphs, using our
filter, nauty, and the sorting and lookup utilities provided by the operating system,
we can categorize about ten thousand graphs per CPU second.

e
The generalized Kuratowski theorem states that for any surface S, there is a finite
list of graphs called topological obstructions such that a graph G is embeddable on
the surface if and only if it does not contain a subgraph homeomorphic to a graph
on the Est. The theorem can also be stated in terms of minors: G is embeddable
if and only if it does not contain as a minor one of the graphs on a finite list
of minor-order obstructions. The result was proved for non-orient able surfaces by
Archdeacon and Huneke [4] and for orientable surfaces by Bodendiek and Wagner
[9]. Robertson and Seymour proved a stronger conjecture that includes the general
Kuratowski theorem [37]. These citations are from a survey by Archdeacon [3].
For the plane, the sets of topological and minor order obstructions are both
equal t o ( K 5 ,Iîr3,3). For the projective plane, there are 103 topological obstructions
corresponding to 35 forbidden minors 11, 2, 201. The torus embedding code of
Neufeld and Myrvold [34, 331 led to a complete Est of torus obstructions with up
to ten vertices, and a partial list of larger obstructions.
A few obstructions for various surfaces can also be generated by simple rules;
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+ 1 copies of K5, choose one vertex from each, and
identify al1 the chosen vertices. The result, containing 47 + 5 vertices, must be a
for instance, suppose we take k

topological and minor-order obstruction for the k-handled torus because it cont ains

r4: + 1 biconnected components each with genus one, and removing or contracting
any edge reduces the genus of that 3-connected component to zero, reducing the
genus of the entire graph by a theorem of

attle, Harary, Kodama, and Youngs

[8]. We know of no known embeddability obstructions apart from these kinds of
constructions and the results mentioned above for the plane, projective plane, and
t orus.

A topological obstruction G for the torus has the property that G is not toroidal
but removing any one edge from G gives a toroidal graph. This property leads
naturally to a technique for finding obstructions: if we take a list of al1 toroidal
graphs, add one edge to each of them in al1 possible ways, and remove any toroidal
graphs from the resulting list, al1 topological obstructions for the torus will be
included in the resulting list. Al1 topological obstructions are diamond-free as
a consequence of Theorem 3.1.1, and if we confine Our attention to biconnected
obstructions, we can find them al1 on the list derived from Our software's list of
diamond-free target graphs.
We took the list of about 3.9 million diamond-free target graphs generated by Our
software for up to ten vertices, subdivided between zero and two edges in al1 possible
ways to get graphs with no more than ten vertices, and eliminated duplicate graphs.
Then we added an edge to each graph in al1 possible ways, eliminated duplicates,
and removed al1 graphs that were on the list of diamond-free target graphs. That
produced a list of 1,028,118 graphs, including al1 topological obstructions for the
torus with up to ten vertices. The step of subdividing edges was necessary in order
to be able to create obstructions where every edge is incident to a degree three
vertex; such a graph clearly cannot be created by adding just an edge to a graph
with no vertices of degree less than three. The only biconnected obstruction we
found with every edge incident to a degree three vertex is the graph

shown in
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Figure 7.1: The graph

Ic7,3,
a topological obstruction to torus embeddability.

Figure 7.1.
For every graph G on this list of candidate obstructions, we reinoved one edge
in al1 possible ways and made another list of al1 those graphs G - e. We applied
the fast lookup-based torus test described in the previous section to the list of

G - e graphs, and generated a list of al1 graphs G that were not toroidal but where
removing an edge e would always make G - e toroidal; in other words, a list of
topological obstructions. A summary of that list is shown in Table 7.1. The CPU
time consumption for this obstruction search was difficult to measure because the
processing was divided between several different pieces of sorting, merging, and
lookup software. We estimate the consumption at six hours, about a third spent
running the system sort utility, and excluding the 13 days required to compile the
database as discussed in Section 6.2.
We checked the 707 obstructions on our list with nauty to make sure they were
distinct, and with the simplification utility from Our lookup-based torus test to make
sure they were bicoimected. We also verified that each of Our believed topological
obstructions really was a topological obstruction, using the torus tester of Neufeld
and Myrvold [34, 331. Our counts of obstructions agree with theirs except in the
case of ten vertices and 26 edges, where we count one more obstruction. After
obtaining their list of 656 ten-vertex topological obstructions 1311, we found that
the one rnissing obstruction was the one shown in Figure 7.2. We were unable to
determine why their search missed this obstruction.

testing algorithm; for instance, a torus tester to generate graphs on the two-handled
torus.
The torus tester of Neufeld and Myrvold 1341 seems too slow to be useful in this
context, where millions of graphs must be processed; but perhaps it could be sped
up by some kind of memoization technique, because the same graphs will be tested
many times. The lookup-based toroidality tester we constructed in Section 7.1 could
also be useful. Note that the implemented projective planarity tester of Myrvold
and Roth [32],and the known list of obstructions for the projective plane 11, 2, 201,
suggest a relatively easy application to the Klein bottle.
We could consider generating embeddings on the plane. Indeed, some early
versions of Our software (before we completed the theoretical work) were designed
to also generate planar embeddings. On the plane, of course, there is no concern
about testing genus; we can start with planar embeddings as seeds and then the
construction moves can keep them planar.

owever, something would have to be

done about the wheels, which are an infinite set of biconnected planar graphs with
no degree three vertices, each of which is not amenable to any reverse Co,i, v2,4,or
move to leave a biconnected planar graph with no degree three vertices.
Also, some special accommodation might possibly have to be made for K4,which
is a graph with the unique feature that every one of its edges is a diamond edge.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.8, for instance, depends on the fact that a target graph
cannot be a wheel. The only move that can be made on an embedding of K4 is a
v2,4
move

that destroys five diamonds and creates one, which could cause problems

for the line of reasoning developed in Section 4.2.

C

O

have described an algorithm to generate one representative from every isomorphisrn class of diamond-free target embeddings up to a chosen number of vertices
or edges, and proved that algorithm correct. We have described some additional
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